2016 Symposium Agenda
See resort meeting space map on last page for session locations.

SUNDAY, MAY 22

5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.  Early Registration................................................................. Midas+ Symposium Registration Desk

7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.  SUNDAY NIGHT BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Infection Surveillance in Juvo ................................................................. Tucson C-D

This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of an Infection Preventionist using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Worklists and distributed data entry forms that incorporate NHSN-required elements. Additional class coverage will include the use of NHSN submission manager and infection surveillance reporting.

Paul Mott, Midas+ Solutions Educator
Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor

Integrating ICD-10s in SmarTrack ..................................................... Arizona 11-12

This hands-on class will explore ICD-10 codes in Care Management with emphasis on SmarTrack Reporting and Worklists. Participants will learn how to integrate ICD-10 codes into Indicators and Worklists in order to enhance workflow processes.

Paul Russell BSN, RN, Midas+ Solutions Educator

The Power of DataVision Toolpacks .................................................... Tucson A-B

This hands-on session will examine the various toolpacks available within the Midas+ DataVision application, including the newly released Risk Model Toolpack. Following this session, participants will know how to select the best report to generate the desired data for analysis, and how to provide effective and reliable recommendations for process and outcome improvement in a clinical setting.

Aban Sedillo, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Troubleshooting Statit Indicators ......................................................... Arizona 9-10

This hands-on session will identify best practices and techniques to troubleshoot Statit PPR Indicators. Participants in this class will learn how to apply rules to improve Statit Indicators, how to define a data source using Microsoft Excel, and how a specific indicator’s target direction can affect dynamic drill-down.

David Broughton, Midas+ Solutions Educator
MONDAY, MAY 23

7:00 a.m.  Registration ................................................................. Midas+ Symposium Registration Desk

7:00 a.m.  Continental Breakfast .................................................. Ania Terrace and Tucson F

8:00 a.m.  Opening Welcome ....................................................... Arizona Ballroom
            Clayton Nicholas
            SVP and GM, Midas+ Solutions

8:30 a.m.  The State of Health in the US
            and Utilizing the Social Determinants of Health .................. Arizona Ballroom
            Dr. Richard Carmona
            17th Surgeon General of the United States, CEO Canyon Ranch Spa Resorts
            CEU: NAHQ / NAMSS

9:30 a.m.  Break

10:00 a.m. Population Health ..................................................... Arizona Ballroom
            Dr. Rhonda Medows
            Providence Health Care Senior Executive responsible for Population Health
            CEU: NAHQ / NAMSS

11:00 a.m. Midas+ Product Updates ........................................... Arizona Ballroom
            Lu Calkins
            VP Product Design & Operations, Midas+ Solutions

12:00 p.m. Lunch ........................................................................... Ania Terrace and Tucson F

1:00 p.m.  Breakout Sessions ....................................................... (See details following)

3:00 p.m.  Breakout Sessions ....................................................... (See details following)

4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Midas+ Hosted Reception .......................... Arizona Ballroom Foyer
            Meet, greet, and network with your healthcare colleagues and Midas+ staff.

5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. DataVision Usage Feedback ...................... Arizona Ballroom
            We want to hear from DataVision users! Please join us for this one hour session to provide feedback
            on your usage of specific DataVision components.

7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday Night Breakout Sessions .............. (See details following)
**Monday Breakout Sessions — 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.**

**Advanced Focus Study Definition** ................................................................. Tucson A-B

This hands-on session will cover how to use Focus Definition to define complex Focus Studies. In addition to examining the differences among the three types of Focus Studies, participants in this class will learn how to define complex Focus rules, how HTML response types can be used to create facility-specific forms, and how to apply other complex response types such as calculated and computed fields.

*David Broughton, Midas+ Solutions Educator*

*Aban Sedillo, Midas+ Solutions Educator*

**Strategic Community Health Advances Population Health** ........................................................ Arizona 1-7

This lecture session will explore the significant impact that community health has on our healthcare business and how various approaches can advance community health improvement efforts. The session will raise awareness of how to leverage resources of multiple stakeholders and apply community health strategies to better manage population health. Attendees will also learn how they can strategically invest in prevention, community health, and plans for growth.  

*C.E.U.: NAHQ/NAMSS*

*Dr. Deryk Van Brunt, MPH, President and CEO, Healthy Communities Institute*

*Florence Reinisch, MPH, Vice President of Strategy, Healthy Communities Institute*

**Readmission Reporting within Care Management** ........................................................ Arizona 11-12

This hands-on class will explore Readmission Reporting options within the Care Management system. Participants will learn several methods to create Readmission reports for use with their facilities as well as gaining an understanding of additional reporting options in Midas+ DataVision.

*Paul Russell BSN, RN, Midas+ Solutions Educator*

**Risk Management in Juvo** .............................................................................................. Tucson C-D

This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of a Risk Manager using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Risk Management Dashboards, Worklists, and distributed data entry forms that incorporate AHRQ common formats. Additional class coverage will include authenticated and non-authenticated risk event reporting options in Juvo and patient safety-related reporting.

*Paul Mott, Midas+ Solutions Educator*

*Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor*

**The Shifting Landscape of Quality Reporting** ........................................................................... Tucson E

This lecture session will focus on how to meet quality reporting requirements as CMS and other reporting agencies move from manual processes to eReporting. Following this session, learners will have a better understanding of current requirements and will be prepared to discuss the latest trends influencing the future of eReporting and how these changes will impact their organization.  

*C.E.U.: NAHQ*

*Carla McCorkle LPN, CPHQ, Midas+ Live and CPMS Product Manager*

**Using SmarTrack Indicators as Data Sources in Statit** ............................................................ Arizona 9-10

This hands-on session will demonstrate how Statit Administrators can use Care Management SmarTrack Indicators. Following this session, participants will understand best practices for using SmarTrack data, be able to define Data Sources and Indicators using these best practices, and apply Dynamic Drill-Down on SmarTrack detail data for viewing specific encounter-level data.

*Nancy Brown, Solutions Educator*
Monday Breakout Sessions — 3:00 p.m. to 4:30

DataVision SmartReport and Dashboard .......................................................... Tucson A-B

This hands-on session will explore the DataVision SmartReport and Dashboard. Following this session, participants will be able to evaluate DataVision SmartReport associated roles, customize tabs and widgets, and analyze data for a major clinical topic.

Aban Sedillo, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Exploring Midas+ Statit Data Sources .............................................................. Arizona 9-10

This hands-on session will explore a variety of original data sources (including a Care Management Indicator Profile, a DataVision/CPMS Core Measure Profile, and a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet), while evaluating them for use in Midas+ Statit. Following this session, participants will be able to use original data sources within Statit to enhance reporting in their organization.

Zoey Woolridge MBA, M.Ed, PMP, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Infection Surveillance in Juvo ................................................................. Tucson C-D

This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of an Infection Preventionist using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Worklists and distributed data entry forms that incorporate NHSN-required elements. Additional class coverage will include the use of NHSN submission manager and infection surveillance reporting.

Paul Mott, Midas+ Solutions Educator
Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor

Patient Experience Management in a Value-driven Industry .......................... Arizona 1-7

This lecture session will explore how patient experience data is used in the healthcare industry to drive fiscal responsibility and consumer choice. Following this session, learners will understand how technology solutions can be used to evaluate the impact of data and how they can use the data in organizational improvement strategies. **CEU: NAHQ**

Melanie Roosevelt, Midas+ Patient Experience Product Manager
Stacy Norris MSM-HAN, BSN, RN, Infection & Risk Product Manager

Using CDB and ORYX™ Mapping to Ensure Maximum Data Quality and Consistent Benchmarking ........................................ Tucson E

This lecture session will explore the principles of Comparative Data Base and ORYX mapping for CPMS and DataVision, including a review of standard mapping terms and their implications for data results and data quality. Real-world scenarios will be provided to enhance learners’ ability to map terms correctly in their hospital environment.

Barb Schork, Midas+ DataVision Product Specialist

Worklist Troubleshooting ........................................................................ Arizona 11-12

This hands-on session will focus on troubleshooting SmarTrack and HCM Worklists when a patient population is not qualifying for rules as expected. Following this session, participants will know how to use reporting tools to identify patient populations, how site parameters affect worklist rules, and how to update rules to appropriately qualify (or disqualify) the correct patient populations.

Kenda Fourmy, Midas+ Solutions Educator
Monday Night Breakout Sessions — 7:00 pm to 8:30 pm

Case Management in Juvo  ................................................................. Tucson C-D

This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of a Case Manager using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Case Management Dashboards, Worklists, and distributed data entry forms for utilization review, care transitions, and care coordination. Additional class coverage will include third-party integration as well as case manager work assignment settings and priority ordering.

Paul Mott, Midas+ Solutions Educator
Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor

Custom Data Analysis Using Pivot Tables  ...................................... Arizona 9-10

This hands-on session will examine the use of the Report Data Transfer from DataVision. Following this session, participants will be able to use the Report Data Transfer function to analyze data in a meaningful way by generating a Pivot Table within Microsoft Excel and by updating existing reports.

Aban Sedillo, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Multi-facility Reporting in Care Management  ................................ Tucson A-B

This hands-on session will explore options for multi-facility reporting in Care Management and will examine the user security requirements needed to allow access to specific reporting functions. Participants will assign proper securities to drive reporting, define appropriate access to User Report Processing, apply multi-facility record selection in ReporTrack, and examine multi-facility profiles in SmarTrack.

Kenda Fourmy, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Optimizing the Provider Profiling (OPPE/FPPE) Process Using Multiple Midas+ Solutions .......... Arizona 11-12

This hands-on session will examine the utilization of Midas+ Care Management, DataVision/CPMS, Statit PPR, and Seeker to meet provider evaluation requirements by providing data, offering metrics, supporting electronic reviews, and ensuring profiles are available for biannual reappointment.

Zoey Woolridge MBA, M.Ed, PMP, Midas+ Solutions Educator
TUESDAY, MAY 24

7:30 a.m.  Continental Breakfast ................................................................. Ania Terrace and Tucson F-J

8:30 a.m.  How We Got To Now and Where Good Ideas Come From ...................... Arizona Ballroom
   Steven Johnson
   Bestselling author and host of PBS series, “How We Got to Now”
   CEU: NAHQ / NAMSS

9:30 a.m.  The Patient Will See You Now ...................................................... Arizona Ballroom
   Dr. Eric Topol
   Scripps Healthcare cardiologist, geneticist, and digital medicine researcher
   CEU: NAHQ / NAMSS

10:30 a.m.  Break

11:00 a.m.  The Power of Personal Knowledge and Ownership
   in Driving Better Health ................................................................. Arizona Ballroom
   Dr. Mike Evans
   Founder Evans Health Labs
   CEU: NAHQ / NAMSS

12:00 p.m.  Lunch ................................................................................. Ania Terrace and Tucson F-J

1:00 p.m.  Breakout Sessions ...................................................................... (See details following)

3:00 p.m.  Breakout Sessions ...................................................................... (See details following)

4:45 p.m.  Vendor Demonstration – Aidin Patient Care Transition Solution ................. Tucson E

6:00 p.m.  to 10:00 p.m.  Dinner Party ............................................................ Ania Terrace
   Relax and unwind with your colleagues amid an Old West atmosphere of good food and fun.
Tuesday Breakout Sessions — 1:00 pm to 2:30 pm

ICD-10 Reporting with ReporTrack ................................................................. Tucson A-B

This hands-on session will explore ReporTrack reporting with ICD-10 data in Midas+ Care Management. Participants in this class will gain a better understanding of ICD-10 codes within the system, and they will learn how to define ReporTrack reports using ICD-10 data and record selection to return the desired results.

David Broughton, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Infection Surveillance in Juvo ............................................................... Tucson C-D

This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of an Infection Preventionist using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Worklists and distributed data entry forms that incorporate NHSN-required elements. Additional class coverage will include the use of NHSN submission manager and infection surveillance reporting.

Paul Mott, Solutions Educator
Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor

Report Troubleshooting in Care Management .................................. Arizona 11-12

This hands-on session will focus on troubleshooting ReporTrack Reports and SmarTrack Indicators when the correct data is not being gathered. Following this session, participants will be able to use alternate reporting tools to identify potential issues with record selection criteria or logic, as well as being able to update reports to pull the correct patient populations.

Kenda Fourmy, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Risk and Safety Management: A Case Study ......................................... Tucson E

This lecture session will walk through the life cycle of a risk event from a standards and regulatory perspective. Following this session, learners will better understand the standards and regulations, and know how to utilize technology to support a risk program, enhance patient safety management, and strengthen PSO reporting initiatives. CEU: NAHQ

Amanda DeGraeve, Midas+ Care Management Product Manager
Stacy Norris MSM-HAN, BSN RN, Infection & Risk Product Manager

Using Midas+ Hospital Risk Adjusted Methodology to Drive Down Hospital Readmissions ................................ Arizona 1-7

During this lecture session, experts from the Midas+ Advanced Analytics Team will overview the Midas+ Hospital Risk Adjustment Methodology and share insights into how this methodology will evolve in the future. Analytics and Quality leaders from Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian will explain how they introduced the Midas+ Risk Methodology into their organization, and how they are using it to help reduce hospital readmissions. Attendees will learn how to educate key stakeholders in their organization about the Midas+ Risk Methodology, how to analyze models to identify targets for process improvement, and how to develop key partnerships with hospital clinicians, physicians, and post-acute care providers to drive down unplanned and unnecessary readmissions. CEU: NAHQ

Vicky Mahn-DiNicola RN, MS, CPHQ, VP Clinical Analytics & Research, Midas+ Solutions
Jim Kirkendall, MBA, Vice President Advanced Analytics, Midas+ Solutions
Jason Zepeda, Manager, Performance Improvement, Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Dominic Shields, Director, Strategic Analytics, Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Tuesday Breakout Sessions — 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. (continued)

**Using Midas+ Statit to Maintain an Efficient Performance Monitoring System** .......................... Arizona 9-10
This hands-on session will explore how to assess the health of Statit Indicators, how to monitor the status of a Data Quality and Reporting program, and how to verify reported completion statistics. Following the session, participants will understand how indicators can be customized for an organization and how to use internal reports and monitoring tools to ensure that an efficient performance monitoring process is in place.

* Nancy Brown, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Tuesday Breakout Sessions — 3:00 pm to 4:30 pm

**Custom Data Analysis Using Pivot Tables** ............................................................. Arizona 11-12
This hands-on session will examine the use of the Report Data Transfer from DataVision. Following this session, participants will be able to use the Report Data Transfer function to analyze data in a meaningful way by generating a Pivot Table within Microsoft Excel and by updating existing reports.

* Aban Sedillo, Midas+ Solutions Educator

**Integrating ICD-10s in SmarTrack** ................................................................. Tucson A-B
This hands-on class will explore ICD-10 codes in Care Management with emphasis on SmarTrack Reporting and Worklists. Participants will learn how to integrate ICD-10 codes into Indicators and Worklists in order to enhance workflow processes.

* Paul Russell BSN, RN, Midas+ Solutions Educator

**Monitoring Readmissions with Midas+ DataVision Tools** ........................... Arizona 1-7
This lecture session will explore how to best focus on data and analyses that will help improve patient care while meeting regulatory requirements in today’s rapidly changing healthcare environment. During this session, learners will review the Midas+ DataVision tools that can assist hospitals in creating reports and identifying targets of opportunity to improve internal processes and quality of care related to readmissions reduction.  
* CEU: NAHQ

  * Vanessa Dorr RN, MSN, Midas+ DataVision Product Manager
  * Brenda Pettyjohn RN, CPHQ, Midas+ DataVision Product Specialist

**Quality Essentials in Healthcare Delivery Systems** ....................................... Tucson E
This lecture session will journey through a healthcare microsystem using essential quality improvement tools to benefit the clinical population. Following the session, the learner will understand key quality improvement concepts and utilities and how their application is critical to value-driven healthcare.  
* CEU: NAHQ

  * Stacy Norris MSM-HAN, BSN RN, Infection & Risk Product Manager
  * Amanda DeGraeve, Midas+ Care Management Product Manager
Tuesday Breakout Sessions — 3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (continued)

Risk Management in Juvo ............................................................... Tucson C-D

This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of a Risk Manager using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Risk Management Dashboards, Worklists, and distributed data entry forms that incorporate AHRQ common formats. Additional class coverage will include authenticated and non-authenticated risk event reporting options in Juvo and patient safety-related reporting.

Paul Mott, Midas+ Solutions Educator
Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor

Statit Expressions and Where Conditions ........................................ Arizona 9-10

This hands-on session will demonstrate the use of Statit Expressions and Where Conditions that allow administrators to filter Data Source and Indicator data, and to transform data into more understandable formats. Following this session, participants will understand how to work with Expressions and Where Conditions at the Data Source, Indicator, and drill-down level, experiencing their capabilities and troubleshooting as appropriate.

Zoey Woolridge MBA, M.Ed, PMP, Midas+ Solutions Educator
**WEDNESDAY, MAY 25**

7:00 a.m.  Continental Breakfast ................................................................. Ania Terrace and Tucson F-J

8:00 a.m.  Perspectives on the Benefits and Opportunities of the Midas+ Risk Adjusted Models ...................................................... Arizona Ballroom

Jon H. Lemke Ph.D

*Chief Biostatistician, Genesis Health Systems*

*CEU: NAHQ / NAMSS*

9:30 a.m.  2014-2015 Midas+ Platinum Quality Awards .................................................. Arizona Ballroom

A Special Recognition for Best Performing Midas+ Hospitals

10:00 a.m.  Break

10:30 a.m.  Keeping Pace with the Measurement Race .................................................. Arizona Ballroom

Vicky A. Mahn-DiNicola RN, MS, NAHQ

*VP Clinical Analytics & Research, Midas+ Solutions*

*CEU: NAHQ / NAMSS*

11:30 a.m.  Closing Remarks / Close of General Session .................................................. Arizona Ballroom

Clayton Nicholas

*SVP and GM, Midas+ Solutions*

12:00 p.m.  Lunch ................................................................. Ania Terrace and Tucson F-J

1:00 p.m.  Breakout Sessions ................................................................. (See details following)

3:00 p.m.  Breakout Sessions ................................................................. (See details following)
Wednesday Breakout Sessions — 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Advanced Concepts of Statit PPR and piMD using Dynamic Drill Downs ........................................... Tucson E
This advanced-level lecture session will explore the definition and use of Statit Dynamic Drill Down that allows Statit users to "slice and dice" detail data in many ways. Following this session, learners will be able to interpret various relationships within their Statit data in order to examine root causes and understand options within Statit that are largely unknown and helpful in special situations.
Guy March, Midas+ Statit Product Manager

Case Management in Juvo ................................................................................................. Tucson C-D
This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of a Case Manager using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Case Management Dashboards, Worklists, and distributed data entry forms for utilization review, care transitions, and care coordination. Additional class coverage will include third-party integration as well as case manager work assignment settings and priority ordering.
Paul Mott, Midas+ Solutions Educator
Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor

ICD-10 Reporting with ReporTrack ................................................................................... Arizona 9-10
This hands-on session will explore ReporTrack reporting with ICD-10 data in Midas+ Care Management. Participants in this class will gain a better understanding of ICD-10 codes within the system, and they will learn how to define ReporTrack reports using ICD-10 data and record selection to return the desired results.
David Broughton, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Infection Prevention Update 2016 .............................................................. Arizona 1-7
This lecture session will provide an overview of what is happening in the Infection Prevention arena today. Learners will explore key regulatory requirements and the impact of those requirements, as well as how technology can assist with Infection Prevention compliance and success. CEU: NAHQ
Stacy Norris MSM-HAN, BSN RN, Infection & Risk Product Manager
Amanda DeGraeve, Midas+ Care Management Product Manager

Managing Multiples in Seeker Reporting ......................................................... Arizona 11-12
This hands-on class will explore report writing in Midas+ Seeker. Participants will learn how to define reports and documents, with emphasis on taking advantage of the various multiple-entry grids within the Seeker application to create effective and usable output.
Pearl Russell BSN, RN, Midas+ Solutions Educator

The Impact of the Midas+ Provider Dictionary ................................................. Tucson A-B
A well maintained Provider Dictionary (Dictionary #1) benefits Midas+ Care Management, DataVision/CPMS, Seeker, and Statit PPR administrators and end users alike. This hands-on session will outline how a well maintained Provider Dictionary benefits Care Management, CPMS, DataVision, Seeker and Statit PPR. Following this session, participants will be able to apply Provider Dictionary best practices, work with a well maintained Provider Dictionary across solutions, and experience the challenges that arise when the dictionary isn’t maintained.
Zoey Woolridge MBA, M.Ed, PMP, Midas+ Solutions Educator
Wednesday Breakout Sessions — 3:00 pm to 4:30 pm

Advanced Securities in Care Management  ................................................................. Arizona 11-12
This hands-on session will explore the more complex areas of Care Management security assignment and access. Following this session, participants will be able to apply Focus and Indicator Restrictions, ‘Additional’ Worklist Securities, and will create user/role-specific rules in Focus Studies and User Fields that will activate only when a specific user accesses the form.

  Kenda Fourmy, Midas+ Solutions Educator

RFI, OFI, OMG – Action Planning Essentials  ............................................................. Arizona 1-7
This lecture session will focus on organizational compliance concerns that challenge daily or recurring processes. Following this session, learners will be able to discuss different methods to remediate adverse findings and prevent them from occurring in the future. Bring your examples and be ready to share!

  CEU: NAHQ

  Doug Sarno, Midas+ Comply Product Manager

Risk Management in Juvo  ...................................................................................... Tucson C-D
This hands-on session will explore the day-to-day workflow of a Risk Manager using Midas+ Juvo. Participants will learn how to use Juvo base functionality and other features such as Risk Management Dashboards, Worklists, and distributed data entry forms that incorporate AHRQ common formats. Additional class coverage will include authenticated and non-authenticated risk event reporting options in Juvo and patient safety-related reporting.

  Paul Mott, Midas+ Solutions Educator

  Dustin Richardson, Midas+ Solutions Advisor

The Power of DataVision Toolpacks  .................................................................... Arizona 9-10
This hands-on session will examine the various toolpacks available within the Midas+ DataVision application, including the newly released Risk Model Toolpack. Following this session, participants will know how to select the best report to generate the desired data for analysis, and how to provide effective and reliable recommendations for process and outcome improvement in a clinical setting.

  Aban Sedillo, Midas+ Solutions Educator

Using SmarTrack Indicators as Data Sources in Statit  ........................................... Tucson A-B
This hands-on session will demonstrate how Statit Administrators can use Care Management SmarTrack Indicators. Following this session, participants will understand best practices for using SmarTrack data, be able to define Data Sources and Indicators using these best practices, and apply Dynamic Drill-Down on SmarTrack detail data for viewing specific encounter-level data.

  Nancy Brown, Midas+ Solutions Educator